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NEW MODEL PRESS RELEASE
2021 KAWASAKI MULE PRO™ SIDE X SIDE FAMILY

TRUSTED, TRIED AND TRUE
The Kawasaki MULE PRO™ series features the fastest and most powerful MULE™ side x sides
ever built with both single and two-row models
available. They are Trusted, Tried and True to be
the right tool for anyone who needs to transport
passengers or cargo on the jobsite or on the trail.
The MULE PRO series starts with the flagship
MULE PRO-FXT™ Ranch Edition that features a
class-exclusive 3- to 6-passenger TRANS CAB™
system that seats six comfortably and easily
converts to a single row increasing the cargo bed
capacity. Converting from three passengers to six
takes minimal effort. All it takes is one person and
about one minute, no tools needed. The MULE
PRO-FX™ is a single-row model that prioritizes
cargo space. It seats three and has a bed big
enough to fit a full-size pallet. Finally, the MULE
PRO-FXR™ features increased recreational
abilities and premium styling that further establishes the full-size, compact side x side as the
dependable work partner.
The MULE PRO series is powered by an 812cc three-cylinder fuel injected DFI® gasoline
engine that delivers 48 lb-ft of torque. Power from the engine is passed through a precisely
tuned Continuously Variable Transmission (CVT) with an electrically selectable 2WD/4WD
system and dual-mode locking rear differential, giving the driver control in a variety of
conditions.
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ABOUT KAWASAKI
Kawasaki Heavy Industries, Ltd. (KHI) started full-scale production of motorcycles over a half
century ago. The first Kawasaki motorcycle engine was designed based on technical know-how
garnered from the development and production of aircraft engines, and Kawasaki’s entry into
the motorcycle industry was driven by the company’s constant effort to develop new
technologies. Numerous new Kawasaki models introduced over the years have helped shape
the market, and in the process have created enduring legends based on their unique
engineering, power, design and riding pleasure. In the future, Kawasaki's commitment to
maintaining and furthering these strengths will surely give birth to new legends.
Kawasaki Motors Corp., U.S.A. (KMC) markets and distributes Kawasaki motorcycles, ATVs,
side x sides, and JET SKI® watercraft through a network of approximately 1,100 independent
retailers, with close to an additional 7,700 retailers specializing in general purpose engines.
KMC and its affiliates employ nearly 3,100 people in the United States, with approximately 260
of them located at KMC's Foothill Ranch, California headquarters.
Kawasaki’s tagline, “Let the good times roll.®”, is recognized worldwide. The Kawasaki brand is
synonymous with powerful, stylish and category-leading vehicles. Information about Kawasaki’s
complete line of powersports products and Kawasaki affiliates can be found on the Internet at
www.kawasaki.com.
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